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ARTISTIC
STATEMENT

Erin Bates, Artistic Statement
My goal as an artist is to express. I bring experiences and stories of my community into the
dance world, and aim for a visceral interpretation and sense of empathy from an audience.
As a performer, I bring fluidity and lines to movement. My movement style stems from strong
ballet technique with contemporary elements, and I embody a choreographer’s vision by
bringing presence on stage and purpose to movement, which I believe is inviting and visually
pleasing for an audience. When dancing, I expose my mind, body, and soul to unveil the raw
emotions behind the piece. My personal aesthetic is for intentional and strong movement with a
free-flowing quality.
In my choreography I focus on art as a metaphor for reality. The inspiration for my work comes
from impactful social situations, as well as the fluidity and rhythm in the sounds of many R&B
and alternative musicians. My process begins with a theme, based on a social experience or the
sound itself. I create phrases that can be repeated and manipulated to illustrate both positive and
negative aspects of the narrative. My choreography includes gestural and pedestrian movement,
with stillness and a large emphasis on focus, to communicate the human experience and
personify the performers. I use circular movement integrated into clean lines to create a variety
of shapes and movements. I am influenced by the strength, linearity, and internally originated
movement of The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre, as well as their storytelling. I work to
incorporate these elements into my own choreography, driven to physically represent reality
through movement of the body.
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Student Name:

Erin Bates

Project Semester/Year:

Spring 2021
____ I would like to be assessed on my choreography

Select One:

____ I would like to be assessed on my performance
__X__ I would like to be assessed on both my choreography and
performance

Committee Chair
Approval
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On the following page/s:
• Describe your project as you currently envision it.
• Explain how your project will apply your personal aesthetic as written in your
personal artistic statement.
• Request for exception to standard safety protocols for Covid-19: Please
clearly indicate any requested exceptions to 10’ social distance requirement, the
reason for the exception, and how you plan to maintain safety (only roommates
partner, for example).

APPLICATION FORM
DANCE 4800 GRADUATING PRESENTATION
For my graduating presentation, I plan to choreograph, film, and edit a dance for
camera. I would like to choreograph on a small group of six dancers with full group
sections as well as a solo, duet, and trio. The concept for this dance for camera is the idea
of being “tethered.” Merriam Webster dictionary defines tethered as “a line to which
someone or something is attached,” or “to fasten or restrain by or as if by a tether.” In my
piece, this can be someone being tethered to a person when in a relationship, to a goal
that might dictate every aspect of one’s life, to past trauma that could be holding one
back from moving forward, or to a specific version of oneself that might bring out
extremely high expectations and stress. I plan on incorporating three to four of these
examples of various things someone can be tethered to into different sections of the
piece. For example, a duet section that represents someone struggling with holding on to
a past version of themselves, maybe before evolving through life.
I would like to find an outdoor location with a lot of concrete, such as a parking
garage or warehouse type of location for the filming of my project. I might choose to
juxtapose this with a different location such as a field or park with a lot of greenery and
plants. For costuming, I would like to keep it very pedestrian while still showing the
relationship between the subject and their tethered. As far as music, I plan on having
different songs for each section with a possible nature or wave-like sound as a through
line.
I decided to create a dance for camera for my graduating presentation because it has
recently become a great interest of mine to film and edit video. Due to the current global
pandemic, I have found that while dance is ephemeral, I have such an appreciation for
works made for camera. This project applies my personal aesthetic by using dance as a

APPLICATION FORM
DANCE 4800 GRADUATING PRESENTATION
metaphor for reality. The concept of being tethered to something is a very personal
experience that relates to my aesthetic of expressing personal stories and life experiences
that could bring out a visceral interpretation and sense of empathy from an audience. I
also plan on applying my personal aesthetic of fluid and intentional movement with the
incorporation of balletic lines and contemporary elements.
As far as COVID protocols, I would love to be able to film my project outdoors
without the use of masks if it is possible to keep a 10ft distance. I also plan on partnering
with roommates.

ESSAY

Bates 1
Erin Bates
Seyong Kim
Graduating Presentation
14 April 2021
tethered
My Graduating Presentation explores the baggage that every individual carries with them
on a daily basis. When walking through a crowd, it’s hard to imagine the people, thoughts, and
experiences others might be connected to, as if by a tether.
As senior year came to be, Junior Juries were passed, and Graduating Presentations were
adjusted for the current global pandemic, I struggled with what I wanted my GP to focus on. I
had various ideas and thoughts, but nothing I felt I could elaborate on and create from. I then
turned to myself and my current experiences.
This academic year has been the hardest yet. I was extremely excited to be back on
campus for one more year. I had high hopes for my senior year- dancing in person, enjoying
more free time with my friends, and working to save money for the daunting year after
graduation. It was a huge wake up call when COVID first came to the states and we were placed
under a mandatory quarantine. It made me realize how much I took these little enjoyable
moments in life for granted. I decided I would enjoy every moment of my senior year and
prepare myself for an early move back home if COVID cases rose again.
However, the minute I moved back on campus, I experienced something I had never
experienced before, and something I was not at all expecting. With all of my excitement and
preparedness for the school year, I was shocked when I returned to campus and wanted nothing
but to be shut down and adjusted to virtual instruction again. The year continued this way, with
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little to no motivation to attend class, finish my JJ from what felt like another life, and even
begin to think about creating a GP. When the time did finally come, I reflected on these thoughts,
feelings, struggles, and experiences, and decided to take into consideration everything that
everyone is tied to and carries along with them on a daily basis.
Concept
My concept began with three cases of being tethered: to another person, to a goal for the
future or trauma from one's past, and to another version of oneself. I felt these were three specific
cases that I could convey through a duet, a solo that incorporated the use of fabric as a symbol of
the goal or trauma the soloist was tied to, and a group section in which three individuals each had
a partner representing another version of themselves. Through rehearsals and further
development of the concept, it shifted to the simpler idea of everyone has their own baggage, and
this is what it might look like in the mind of those around us.
“Tethered” can be defined as being fastened or restrained by or as if by a tether (a rope or
a chain). I decided on this title because I felt it was a simple way to describe the overall theme of
carrying baggage on a daily basis. It’s as if when walking down the street, everyone you pass by
is tied to a combination of their thoughts, experiences, and people in their lives. We carry these
things with us everywhere we go. Due to my experience this year, struggling with anxiety and a
lack of motivation, I wanted to explore this concept. An important factor I needed to include was
the idea of subtlety. I did not want to create a dark, depressing piece about the negativity of
carrying things with us. I felt that we also carry positive things: the memories of our loved ones,
our goals and dreams, and our most important friendships. I wanted my piece to be very relatable
and subtle in a way that the concept was hidden in plain sight and might go over one’s head if
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not completely invested in watching. One of my mentors and committee members described this
as an “abstract narrative,” intentional in not being so literal in choreography.
I knew from the very beginning that I wanted to create a dance for film rather than a
staged work. Through my experimentations, and work with mentor Carlos Funn over the last few
months, I have become very invested in short films and videography. I was inspired by films
rather than live staged works due to the very concentrated world of film currently. In the past few
months, I have made multiple short dance films and wanted to challenge myself to do so on a
larger scale.
My process began with the discovery of my concept and then some research on what
individuals carry with them on a daily basis. I did this through observing myself, those around
me, and even people on social media and in film. I then got to the idea of the three cases of being
tethered. I decided to structure my work in three sections, focusing on these cases. I then found
music for each section.
Music Selections
“Solo? Repeat!” by Anne Muller was the first song I chose to work with. I enjoyed the
stability and repetition of the music and felt it left a lot of room for my concept to show through
and for choreography, filming, and editing to not be restricted to a specific time in the music.
“Wake Up Alone” by Amy Winehouse was the next song I decided on for the duet. I wanted the
duet to be able to stand on its own as a shorter, fully developed piece. This song had a strong
beginning and ending and was a nice contrast to the first song I decided for the group work. I
also connected to the lyrics of the music as it is about staying busy throughout the day to keep
the mind off of missing someone else, yet feeling alone when waking up. The idea of being “tied
up enough so [you] don’t have to wonder…” was fitting for the duet to convey carrying the
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baggage that is another person on your mind. This song also connected to my personal aesthetic
as I am often inspired by the sounds of R&B music with strong rhythms. The final song I chose
was “Reflections” by Alicia Enstrom. This soft ambient song was perfect for the beginning of
my piece as it was abstract and made me feel transported into my own mind, fully aware of the
things I carry with me on a daily basis. I then added street sounds to the beginning and end of the
film to further convey the idea of relatability, pedestrian, and what really goes on in the minds of
people you pass on the street everyday. Music was one of the biggest challenges I had
throughout my process because it plays a big factor in my viewing of any form of dance, so I
wanted my selections to be perfect. In speaking with my committee chair, I was given the advice
of allowing the music and movement to work together as the music is laid on top. This allowed
me some room to breathe in my music selection, and really let the piece come together as it
should without too much stiffness and mapping out exact counts from me. As a dance film, I
could not be completely sure of what would happen at each second of the music as filming and
editing would affect this. With this in mind, I left room in my choreography and music analysis
for the creative choices of both my filming and editing.
Casting
I chose a cast of six dancers and an understudy who I later added into the film. I decided
to go with six dancers in order to have a soloist, a duet of roommates who could partner, and
three other dancers who could represent the alternate version of the soloist and duet dancers
while my concept still focused on the three cases of being tethered. I later got rid of the idea of
alternate versions of an individual and decided that each dancer would represent a unique person
carrying their own personal baggage. This allowed me to include my understudy who was quick
to pick up the choreography and performed very well. During the casting process, I was looking
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for dancers who could execute my movement with ease, focusing on the qualities of flow,
groundedness, and clean lines that make up my aesthetic and choreography. I also wanted to
work with dancers that would bring positivity to my experience and would be dedicated to the
piece. I began with a “dream cast,” a list of six dancers that would be ideal for my process. I then
had a list of “alternates” in case these dancers were unavailable. After looking at availability
schedules and deliberations with my fellow BFA seniors, I ended up with each dancer on my
dream cast list.
Rehearsal Process
When I had my first rehearsal, I came prepared with three phrases for my cast to learn. I
created these phrases with my concept in mind, but not allowing it to restrict my movement
completely. I wanted it to be authentic and in order to do so, I thought of my phrases as a
reflection of my current state of mind. I allowed myself to choreograph based on my genuine
daily feelings. This made my choreography a valid physical interpretation of my personal
baggage. I did this for the group work as well as the short phrase that was the solo. The
movement in my piece relates to my personal aesthetic as I incorporated a lot of strong lines,
grounded movement, gestural and pedestrian movements, and stillness. My movement was
created on my own body before given to my dancers, making it very true to my movement
aesthetic. In a different way, I only outlined the duet. I knew of specific moments I wanted to be
included in the film, but allowed myself and my dancers to create the choreography in the room
as it really relied on the relationship between the individuals, their shared weight, and partnering.
This was challenging for me because I had never choreographed a duet or partnering before.
However, it came very naturally and was the most enjoyable section for me to choreograph. As I
continued to choreograph, I got to the point of worrying about how the film would turn out as I
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wasn't able to finish a section, film it, and edit it right away. After speaking to my committee
chair, I focused on building material and worrying only about the content, allowing myself to
worry about editing and how everything would fit together later on.
After a few weeks of rehearsing in the studio with the full group, duet, and solo, I began
to do test shots in rehearsal. Within each section, I experimented with different angles, repetition,
and chopping up sections and rearranging order. I also took my cast outside in a similar location
to my final filming location to play with the space and the filming possibilities. This is how I
began storyboarding in preparation for my filming day.
Location
My piece was filmed on the corner of a busy street and on top of a parking garage in
downtown Kalamazoo. I discussed with my committee member Marisa Bianan from the very
beginning, the idea of filming at an industrial sort of location. We spoke about the lack of
reasoning for the location of many dance films, and felt something with concrete would not be
distracting and would instead aid in the idea of being tied or stuck to something. I decided on this
location because I wanted to emphasize the idea of what people might be hiding in plain sight
when walking down the street. I also enjoyed the big, wide open space of the parking structure
and later felt it could symbolize the space of someone's mind when present on the street. The
dancers enter this space at the beginning of the film making the audience a viewer of their inner
thoughts and feelings. I shot many scenes twice; once on the corner of the street and once on top
of the parking structure in order to give myself options when editing.
One change that was suggested to me was the idea of filming the duet at a different
location in order to give some variance in the film. Looking back, I think this would have been
an interesting choice, keeping the connections between sections being the duet passing the
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soloist, and the full group line forming as the duet finishes. This could remain as it is, with the
duet filmed in a different location to add more texture and a more specific and isolated world for
the duet. In the future, I will keep in mind the options for location.
Costume
When looking to costume this piece, I struggled with what mood I wanted to convey
through what the dancers wore. I shifted from wanting darker, dull colors like black and greys, to
wanting each dancer to wear the same color top as their alternative version of themselves with
dance joggers, to the ultimate decision of wearing solid color long sleeve tops and jeans. I ended
up deciding on this because I wanted my dancers to look very pedestrian as if they were
realistically walking down the street at the beginning of the film. I felt the dark and dull colors
would bring my dance to be more negative, while the solid colors made each dancer their own
individual who carried their own baggage varying in levels of positivity and negativity; not
everything we carry with us is dark and heavy. Weather also played into this as it was not warm
enough to wear short sleeves or shorts. The jeans made the piece a lot more pedestrian, added
texture, and added more color. I decided on low ponytails and very minimal makeup to remain
pedestrian and casual.
Filming
I blocked out less than three hours to film all of my choreography. With other projects,
jobs, classes, and weather restrictions, this was the best date and time for myself and my cast
members. In preparation for filming day, I created a shot list for each section of the dance,
mapping out exactly how many shots, at what angles, and with what camera movement I wanted
for each moment. I have learned over the past few months that camera angles and movement
portray specific emotions for an audience, and I wanted to be aware of this while also capturing
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my choreography in its most interesting and visually appealing way. My favorite angle to film is
a hero shot. An extremely low perspective, angled upwards, making the subject look big and
heroic. I enjoy this angle for everything, but it was specifically aiding in this project as it made
the everyday human, struggling through their own baggage, a hero. Another filming tactic I used
was the 360 degree circling of my duet. I loved this footage because it gave a full view of the
scene and allowed the audience to see each character from multiple perspectives: an outsider,
and that of the person in a relationship with them. I also played with close up shots, a bird’s eye
view, and a suggestion from my mentor Carlos, a very far away low angle. This allowed for a
full few of the scene as well as a moment for the audience to take a breath and slow down from
the sometimes overstimulating close shots and camera movement. In a way, this is similar to
stillness in choreography. Incorporating all of these camera angles allowed me to really tell a
story and experiment with the possibilities of camera work.
After wrapping up filming of each section, I took a while to get to my computer and
begin editing. I was told once by my mentor, Carlos Funn, that it’s good to take some time away
from all the footage you've collected in order to see it with fresh eyes when editing. After about
one week, I began to tackle editing, starting with the duet. Still wanting the duet to be able to
stand on its own, I felt this was a large portion of my film that would be a very productive
section to start with.
Editing
I began my editing process by separating each of the clips into folders for each moment
in the choreography. I then started the film from the beginning of the duet and went through each
folder as I arrived at each moment of the choreography. Due to my large shot list of multiple
clips of everything and some scenes in two different locations, I had a lot of decisions to make
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when editing. In the duet, I decided to keep the entire section on top of the parking structure
because I felt the characters were in their own heads throughout the section, giving the audience
a look into their thoughts on their relationship. Some of my favorite moments within this section
actually came from my mistake in keeping all layers of my editing unhidden. This made different
angles of the same scene repeat one after the other, and I ended up really enjoying the repetition.
I then allowed myself to step out of the strict structure I had for my choreography, and let my
editing also play a factor in the artistic choices.
During my editing process I struggled with flow in terms of longer shots, shorter shots,
cut on action, and alignment with the music. I wanted a variation in the length of each clip and
had to make sure I wasn’t getting too comfortable or in the habit of one style of editing. In order
to keep the audience engaged, I followed the suggestions of my mentor Carlos and created a
balance between shorter clips with faster cuts and more movement, to a longer clip to allow a
moment for breath. I also decided to cut out a lot of my footage. My film was beginning to be
longer than what I felt the audiences’ attention span would allow for, so I cut out some footage
and made the film a lot more simple than I originally planned. For example, the solo was meant
to be longer, including moments of improvisation and still moments with the use of fabric. I
simplified this by only including the short phrase I created for the solo and leaving out the
improvisation and the use of fabric. For the group section, I cut out some of the choreography,
used only one location, and did not use any of my dancers’ improvisation. I made these decisions
to keep the audience engaged and to aid in the illustration of my concept, removing anything that
would be a distraction or have no purpose.
Another important thing I struggled with was exactly how to begin and end my film. I
knew the order of the sections and the sequence of the scenes, but I really struggled with exactly
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what clip should open the film and which should close it. I really enjoyed the idea of starting on
the street, with all of the dancers in view, and then one by one entering the space of the parking
structure as a metaphor for entering the space of the mental. I also really liked the idea of going
from full group to soloist, to duet, back to full group, and ending with the soloist again. I did this
by having the dancers leave the soloist alone in the space. She then executes her solo on both the
street and the parking structure, going in and out of her mental space and the reality of the real
world. She then passes by the duet casually on the street, completely unaware of their own
mental struggles with each other- which the audience gets to see on top of the parking structure.
One of my favorite moments in the film is the entrance of the full group as the duet finishes. Its
as if each individual has arrived in their mental state in a sort of robotic way to share their
thoughts and feelings. After this, I alluded back to the solo by giving her a moment of connection
with the ground as the other individuals stand still. It was a full circle conclusion.
I also had to be intentional in my color grading. I decided to increase the saturation of the
clips just slightly as my camera records footage in a dull setting. While my concept is not very
bright and exciting, I still wanted the images to be appealing to the eye as I wrapped up the
editing. The bright colors of the costumes, along with the blue sky and shining sun kept the film
from being dark and heavy as a reminder that we can still be tied to our baggage on good days.
Final Product
As I came to a close with this project, I was very happy with my process and the final
product. I see my film as a beautiful exploration and consideration of the things everyone goes
through that we might forget about or may not be able to see. Everyone is going through
something whether we know it or not, this piece brings that to light and makes the audience
consider the experiences of those around them. Some obstacles I encountered were connecting
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each section when editing, finding music in the beginning, and making decisions on costume,
location and editing. I overcame these obstacles through experimentation, and sticking to my gut
in finding reasoning for each decision. I was told “every obstacle is a variation” by my mentor
Carlos, and after this process I truly believe that. My piece would not be what it is now without
the small tweaks and practice shots or edits I had to experiment with. Watching my piece now, I
can see my concept in my film. I can also see how subtle it is and how it could go over a viewers
head if they weren't fully invested in viewing. This was a goal of mine as I wanted it to be
abstract narrative and not extremely literal. I wanted it to be enjoyable for the viewer either way.
Through the process of choreography, filming, and editing, each of these three phases of my
project became an artistic choice. My decisions in each worked together to create my final film,
and throughout this entire process I have learned about each aspect of a dance film and feel
inspired for more creative projects in the future.
Coordinator Position
As a Program Coordinator, a lot of my production responsibilities did not come until the
works were finished and the show was approaching. Along with my partner, we had a few
challenges consisting of other choreographers not getting their program information to us on
time, questions with our formatting, many corrections from our faculty advisor, and the fact that
our program would be shared as a pdf rather than a handheld booklet for audience members.
Through a lot of trial and error, we were able to create a beautiful program as well as credits
slides for the performance with information on the choreography, music, lighting, costuming,
dancers, filming and editing, and artists’ biographies. I feel confident in my ability to create a
program for another show in the future, and though the work is tedious, I thoroughly enjoyed it.
In terms of the rest of my production responsibilities, I was simply a member of the team, voting
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on decisions and sharing my creative thoughts. I believe my class did an amazing job with
casting, scheduling, costuming, photoshoots, lighting and production, and budgeting. In a year
full of adjustments and uncertainty, I am extremely proud of myself and my peers in putting
together a fully produced virtual performance.

MUSIC
ANALYSIS

Music Analysis
1st Section
“Reflections” by Alicia Enstrom
Time:

Music:

Movement:

0:30

First beat of first phrase of 4 ambient
sounds

Camera pans across parking structure;
dancers begin movement phrase in their
own time

0:41

Second phrase

Dancers are doing movement phrase in
their own time; Ciera is in foreground
before camera moves to circle Avree

0:54

Third phrase

Dancers continue movement phrase;
camera passes Lauren and pulls out to a
wide view

1:04

Fourth phrase

Dancers begin to exit the scene

1:11

Second beat of fourth phrase

Camera pushes in on Lauren as the last
dancer (Cassie) leaves

1:16

Fifth phrase; continuous strings begin

Video cuts to Lauren on the sidewalk
beginning solo movement with a swing
of her right arm

1:28

Sixth phrase; strings grow in intensity Video cuts to a moment of Lauren
framing her face with her hands on top of
the parking structure before returning.

1:31

Second beat of sixth phrase

Video cuts to a moment of Lauren in the
parking structure doing a head circle
before returning

1:39

Seventh phrase

Lauren walking down the street

1:42

Second beat of seventh phrase, fade
begins

Lauren passes Ciera & Avree, camera
angle switches; Ciera & Avree continue
walking

Music Analysis
2nd Section
“Wake Up Alone (Original Recording)” by Amy Winehouse
Time:

Music:

Movement:

1:44

Music begins to fade in with drums

Ciera & Avree continue walking down the
street

1:46

Music continues to fade in

blackout

1:48

Music is at full tempo with
percussion as the intro to the song

Camera pans from the ground in the
parking structure up to Ciera & Avree
walking into each other

1:54

First 8 with lyrics and guitar

Duet begins gestural phrase on count 5

2:13

Lyrics continue, 6 count timing
becomes dominant

Camera switches to low, wide angle;
dancers begin full body movement phrase
in a 6 count

2:24

2 measures of 6 with a clear melody

2 different shots of Avree turning Ciera
around and pushing her down

2:28

Music shifts to new phrase

3 repeating movement phrase of Avree
turning Ciera around, continues through
movement phrase

2:32

High pitched vocals

Video cuts to a moment of duet back to
back

2:34

Vocals carry on

Video cuts back to movement phrase

2:37

Sharp, deep vocals

3 different shots of duet embracing each
other in 3 backwards lunges

2:41

“Thinking” high pitched, sustained
vocals

Low angle of duet’s hands and arms
entangled

2:47

New phrase begins, 6 count is
dominant

Dancers engaged in a push and pull
repetitive motion

2:53

“Just disappears” sustained vocals

Dancers turn, Ciera does an arabesque
chug

2:57

2 measures of 6 with a clear melody

Avree walks passed Ciera, camera pulls
out

3:02

New phrase, distinct first note

Avree walks in other direction, Ciera
follows and begins manipulation

3:06

New phrase, distinct first note;
sustained vocals

Avree extends arm out, Ciera rests head on
Avree’s shoulder, both melt

3:10

“Soaked” sharp vocal

Ciera lifts Avree in jump twice, both
extend right arm out

3:15

Sustained vocals, light strings

Ciera rests head on Avree’s shoulder,
Avree moves to other side, Ciera repeats

3:19

“Pour myself over him”

Camera circles from back of dancers to
front of dancers as Ciera rests her head on
Avree’s shoulder

3:23

Quicker, high pitched light strings,
sustained vocals

Duet begins full body traveling movement
phrase

3:27

Pretty strings in a clear 6 count
melody of strings

Duet begins short canon phrase with
waltz-like qualities

3:32

4 clear string notes

Dancers walk towards the right of the
frame

3:36

New phrase

Camera pulls out from dancers wrist’s
connecting at the beginning of a contact
improvisation

3:40

Counts 4-8 of phrase

Video cuts to a counterbalance of duet,
camera circles

3:43

Repeat phrase

Video cuts to low angle of duet’s hands
and arms entangled

3:51

Last two counts of phrase

Duet is back to back mid-contact
improvisation

3:52

(8&) Quick moment between
phrases

Blackout

3:53

Repeat phrase

Duet repeats gestural phrase from
beginning; camera circles

3:57

Second half of phrase

Video cuts to dancers standing face to
face; camera circles

4:10

New phrase of instrumental and
echoing of vocals

Video cuts to duet improvising in the
background as dancers enter one by one

from the left side of the frame to the right
side of the frame creating a straight line
facing the right side of the frame in the
foreground
4:18

First 6 count of only melody

Lauren is the final dancer to walk into line

4:20

Second 6 count of only melody

Ciera walks to the front of the line; camera
begins to circle to face the line head on

4:22

Third 6 count of only melody

Avree walks to the front of the line;
camera continues to circle to face the line
head on

Music Analysis
3rd Section
“Solo? Repeat!” by Anne Müller
Time:

Music:

Movement:

4:30

Music fades in quickly; begins with
a brisk 4/4 of deep strings

Camera pans across vertical line of still
dancers

4:41

Repeat phase

Video cuts to low shot of dancers walking
in place, camera pans across line

4:49

Last two counts of phrase

Video cuts to 45 degree angle of line.

4:50

New Phrase

Dancers begin gestural phrase in a canon

4:52

Counts 3-6 of phrase; strings
intensify

Video cuts to opposite angle, dancers
continue gestures

4:54

Counts 7,8 of phrase

Video cuts back to 45 degree angle,
dancers do two leg circles

4:56

Second 8 count of phrase

Dancers begin full body canon phrase

5:05

Counts 1-2 of

Camera pulls out from back of the line to
front of the line with dancers on the right
side of the frame, doing head choreography

5:07

Counts 3-4

Video cuts to same camera action and
choreography at the opposite angle

5:08

Counts 5-8

Video cuts to low shot of dancers’ legs as
they break their stance in canon

5:11

New phrase

Avree and Cassie break away from group
in traveling phrase

5:16

Second 8 count of phrase

Video cuts to different angle of Avree and
Cassie as they do a jump backwards to
change their direction

5:18

Counts 5-8, 1-4

Video cuts back to first angle of Avree and
Cassie as they repeat the jump backwards

5:23

Counts 5-8

Video cuts to second angle, Avree and
Cassie repeat end of movement phrase

5:26

8 count

Video cuts to full group doing movement
phrase

5:31

New phrase 1-4

Video cuts to new full group movement
phrase; camera pulls out from close up on
Lauren

5:34

Counts 5-7; high pitched strings

Video cuts to low angle as group continues
phrase with hops side to side

5:34

Counts 8-3; music intensifies

Video cuts to close up of Ciera doing two
pushes in a low lunge contraction and an
attitude turn

5:38

Counts 4-8; music intensifies

Video cuts to low angle; dancers form two
vertical lines

5:41

New phrase, intense music, still
very repetitive

Dancers are in two vertical lines with
dramatic improvisation; camera movement

5:46

Second 8 count

Dancers begin canon phrase moving out of
their lines

5:55

Counts 7,8 of new phrase; high
pitched strings are becoming more
dominant

Video cuts to high angle of dancers
beginning canon phrase with Avree and
Cassie starting

6:14

High pitched strings have
completely taken over the music

Video cuts to close up of Lauren and paige
as they battement; group begins running
backwards

6:21

Music continues, street sounds fade
in

Video cuts to dancers improvisation

6:27

High pitched strings, louder street
sounds

Video cuts to low angle of dancers walking
in place

6:31

Counts are unrecognizable;
instrumental and street sounds
continue

Video cuts to dancers in a clump doing a
gestural phrase

6:45

Counts are unrecognizable;
instrumental and street sounds
continue

Camera pushes in

6:48

Counts are unrecognizable;
instrumental and street sounds
continue

Video cuts to dancers in a horizontal line,
walking towards camera

6:54

Counts are unrecognizable;
instrumental and street sounds

Video cuts to dancers in a vertical line
doing upper body improvisation as camera

7:03

continue

moves from back to front

Music has completely faded out;
street sounds continue

Video cuts to low shot of dancers in
vertical line as Lauren reaches for the
ground

CAST LIST

Erin Bates - Graduation Presentation Cast List
Cassie Callahan
Lauren DeSmedt
Avree Gundersen
Dani Johnson
Paige Mulick
Ciera Nolan
Understudy: Sami Hubbard

DESIGN

DOCUMENTATION

Production Design Concept Statement
My piece was filmed on the corner of a busy street and on top of a parking garage in
downtown Kalamazoo. I discussed with my committee member Marisa Bianan from the very
beginning, the idea of filming at an industrial sort of location. We spoke about the lack of
reasoning for the location of many dance films, and felt something with concrete would not be
distracting and would instead aid in the idea of being tied or stuck to something. I decided on this
location because I wanted to emphasize the idea of what people might be hiding in plain sight
when walking down the street. I also enjoyed the big, wide open space of the parking structure
and later felt it could symbolize the space of someone's mind when present on the street. The
dancers enter this space at the beginning of the film making the audience a viewer of their inner
thoughts and feelings. I shot many scenes twice; once on the corner of the street and once on top
of the parking structure in order to give myself options when editing.
The “lighting” at this location was beautiful on the sunny day of filming. It was bright
and the blue sky added color. When editing, I had to do very little color correcting due to the
ability to film in direct sunlight.

Costume

Makeup

Hair

PUBLICITY &
PROMOTIONAL

MATERIALS

COORDINATOR
POSITION:

CONCERT
PROGRAM
& SLIDES

FINAL
BUDGET

GP Final Budget - April 2021
Cash Fund A - Dept. Allocated Funds (includes PID)
Cash Fund B - Fundrasing Based Funds
PROJECTED INCOME
Earned Income:
Admissions/Fees (no ticket sales)
Department Funding
Unearned Income:
Private Support (fundraising from Bingo Boards)
Public Support (donations through GoFundMe)
PID Support

CASH A
$0
$1,500

CASH B
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$1,138
$0 $2,133.55
$500
$0

$0
$0
$0

In-Kind Income:
Total Income
PROJECTED EXPENSES
Personnel
Guest Choreographer - Mike Esperanza
Photographer - Sara Glover
Videoographer: David Evans- Filming of Pieces
GP Lighting Designer
Social Media Content and Promotion Team
Lauren Photography (Kiera & Caroline)
Personnel Subtotal

IN-KIND

$2,350
$2,000 $3,271.55
CASH A

CASH B

$1,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,000

$0
$1,350
$0
$0
$0
$150
$1,500

Costumes and/or Sets ($25/per performer unless noted)
CN/LD-Ciera Nolan, Lauren Desmedt - 6
$0
LS-Lauren Smith - 2 (not using funds)
$0
KP-Kennedy Phelps - 6
$0
EB-Erin Bates - 6 (not using funds)
$0
HL-Hannah Liddicoat - 6
$0
CB-Catera Burgess - 6
$0
KL-Kyra Laster - 5
$0
AS/JF-Angel Sutton, James Felton (not using funds)
$0
KB-Kiera Brown - 2
$0
CZ-Caroline Zajac - 6
$0
MR-Martina Reed - 5
$0
OL-Olivia Lemmenes - 2
$0
TK-Tyler Korff - 4
$0
CC-Cassie Callahan - 5
$0
LJ-Lauren Janney -3
$39.98
KF-Katie Fairman - 4
$81.63
GP Costumes - 18
$49.97
Costume/Sets Subtotal
$171.58

$0
$0
$114.15
$0
$106
$34.98
$95.93
$0
$0
$101.70
$119.92
$50
$0
$139.33
$0
$0
$15.89
$777.90

$2,350 $7,621.55
IN-KIND

$0
$0
$450
$150
$200
$0
$800

$3,300

$150
$50
$0
$150
$0
$0
$0
$50
$50
$0
$0
$0
$100
$0
$0
$50
$50
$650 $1,599.48

Publicity
Publicity Print Media
Publicity Social Media
Programs
Studio Space (rental for professional promo photos)
GoFundMe Fee

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$25

$0
$0
$0
$100
$0

Publicity Subtotal

$0

$25

$100

Production Fees
Facility rental/Lamp fees
Production Supplies
Instrument rental

$0.00
$84.98
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$400.00
$400.00
$0.00

Production Subtotal

$84.98

$0.00

$800.00

Total Expenses
Projected Profit/Deficit

$1,256.56 $2,302.90
$743.44
$968.65

$125

$884.98

$2,350.00
$0

Profits from CASH A will be returned to the department for future project funding.
$500 from PID funding will be returned.
Profits from CASH B will be used towards supporting our in-person
grauation ceremony with the remainder distributed equally between the four Dance Department RSO's.
Total Earned Income
Total Unearned Income:
Total Cash Income
Total In-Kind Support (income)

$1,500
$3,771.55
$5,271.55
$2,350

Total Projected Income

$7,621.55

CASH A Expenses
CASH B Expenses
Total Cash Expenses

$1,256.56
$2,302.90
$3,559.46

Total In-Kind Expenses
Total Expenses

$2,350
$5,909.46

FINAL FILM

